
Gree$ngs… 

A very pleasant good day to all of you, as we move into the autumn of this very…unusual…year.  

I have a couple of product availability updates for you: 

1. ALR-F800: There was a recent unexpected surge in demand for the F800. Early in 2020, we were 
carrying unusually high levels of inventory on this product, and, due to Covid-19 and the 
economic slippage, it was coming down very slowly. Now, because of several rather large orders, 
we are at the beginning of another build cycle. We have limited numbers of units available 
through the end of the year, which will mostly be used for backlog. Otherwise, we are looking at 
lead $mes of about 8 weeks, while we source components and our contract manufacturer tools 
up, though we are trying to shorten this process to get a bePer date. This only applies to the US 
model and its variants. We have a solid supply of EMEA units. 

2. ALR-9680: The same situa$on applies to the 9680. At the moment, supplies are limited on US 
units. Again, it will be about 8 weeks before we have a normal supply. 

3. ALR-8697/98 antennas: The 8698 high gain antenna has been a very popular product. Currently, 
we are out of stock, but we’ll be replenished by the first week of December. The 8697 standard 
antenna is a different story, as we are looking at January delivery of the next batch. However, the 
8696-C antenna is just as good, and we have heavy remaining stock. The 8696, unlike the 8697, 
has an integrated 6 meter cable, thus elimina$ng the need to order cable separately. It is 
approved for all Alien readers. The list price is $179. Normal discounts apply. I would ask that 
Bluestar and Scansource add this product back in to their catalog. 

Please contact me with any ques$ons or concerns. We are finding a bit of a resurgence across all of our 
businesses (tag, reader, IC) during this 4th quarter. This especially is true of the reader business, as 
certain on site implementa$ons are indeed happening. 

However, this has been a challenging $me for all of us, and I’m sure for all of you as well. With this in 
mind, thank you for your con$nuing loyalty to Alien and our products. 

Stay well and safe… 

TP 

Terrel PrueP 
Vice President, Global Sales & Marke$ng  
Alien Technology 
312-545-4511 
tprueP@alientechnology.com 
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